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Plutarch's parallel biographies of the great men in Greek and Roman history are cornerstones of European literature,
drawn on by writers and statesmen since the Renaissance, most notably by Shakespeare. This selection provides
intimate glimpses into the lives of these men, depicting, as he put it, 'those actions which illuminate the workings of the
soul'. We learn why the mild Artaxerxes forced the killer of his usurping brother to undergo the horrific 'death of two
boats'; why the noble Dion repeatedly risked his life for the ungrateful mobs of Syracuse; why Demosthenes delivered a
funeral oration for the soldiers he had deserted in battle; and why Alexander, the most enigmatic of tyrants, selfdestructed after conquering half the world.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this
work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your
support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
What is history and how should it be written? This important new anthology, translated and edited by Professor John
Marincola, contains all the seminal texts that relate to the writing of history in the ancient world. The study of history was
invented in the classical world. Treading uncharted waters, writers such as Plutarch and Lucian grappled with big
questions such as how history should be written, how it differs from poetry and oratory, and what its purpose really is.
This book includes complete essays by Dionysius, Plutarch and Lucian, as well as shorter pieces by Pliny the Younger,
Cicero and others, and will be an essential resource for anyone studying history and the ancient world.
One of the most controversial of all works to survive from ancient Rome, the Augustan History is our main source of
information about the Roman emperors from 117 to 284 AD. Written in the late fourth century by an anonymous author, it
is an enigmatic combination of truth, invention and humour. This volume contains the first half of the History, and includes
biographies of every emperor from Hadrian to Heliogabalus - among them the godlike Marcus Antonius and his
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grotesquely corrupt son Commodus. The History contains many fictitious (but highly entertaining) anecdotes about the
depravity of the emperors, as the author blends historical fact and faked documents to present our most complete - albeit
unreliable - account of the later Roman Caesars.
In this fully revised and updated edition of his groundbreaking study, Paul Cartledge uncovers the realities behind the
potent myth of Sparta. The book explores both the city-state of Sparta and the territory of Lakonia which it unified and
exploited. Combining the more traditional written sources with archaeological and environmental perspectives, its
coverage extends from the apogee of Mycenaean culture, to Sparta's crucial defeat at the battle of Mantinea in 362 BC.
A collection of rare texts from Ancient Egypt, newly translated for this essential edition The fascination that Ancient Egypt
holds in our minds has many sources, but at the heart of it lie hieroglyphics. This extraordinary writing system was for
many years seen as the ultimate puzzle, before finally being cracked in the 1820s. Preserved carved in stone or inked on
papyri, hieroglyphic writings give a unique insight into an awe-inspiring but also deeply mysterious culture. For this
collection, Toby Wilkinson has translated a rich selection of pieces, ranging from accounts of battles to hymns to stories
to royal proclamations. Entertaining and revelatory, this is an essential resource for studying one of humankind’s great
civilizations. For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the Englishspeaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout
history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by
introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by awardwinning translators.
Two more of Plutarch's lives, covering the careers of the Spartan kings, Agis and Cleomenes.
This is a revised edition of "The Penguin Atlas of Medieval History".
From its humble origins as a cluster of rival chiefdoms along the banks of the Nile, ancient Egypt rose to become one of the most advanced
civilizations of its time. This atlas traces its turbulent history and remarkable cultural development, from the founding of Memphis around 5000
BC, through the territorial expansion and flourishing trade of the ‘age of empire’, to Greek domination and ultimate collapse. Political rivalries
are charted through the successive dynasties, from the strife of the intermediate periods to the golden ages of prosperity and artistic glory
under Akhenaten, Tutankhamun and Ramesses II. The latest archaeological evidence is used to cast new light on the vast architectural
legacy of the world’s first great nation state. The authoritative narrative, illustrated with over sixty full colour maps and over seventy plates,
makes this an indispensable handbook for history students and enthusiasts alike.
The Man Booker Prize-winning author of The Sea gives us a brilliant, profoundly moving new novel about an actor in the twilight of his life and
his career: a meditation on love and loss, and on the inscrutable immediacy of the past in our present lives. Is there any difference between
memory and invention? That is the question that fuels this stunning novel, written with the depth of character, the clarifying lyricism and the
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sly humor that have marked all of John Banville’s extraordinary works. And it is the question that haunts Alexander Cleave, an actor in the
twilight of his career and of his life, as he plumbs the memories of his first—and perhaps only—love (he, fifteen years old, the woman more than
twice his age, the mother of his best friend; the situation impossible, thrilling, devouring and finally devastating) . . . and of his daughter, lost to
a kind of madness of mind and heart that Cleave can only fail to understand. When his dormant acting career is suddenly, inexplicably
revived with a movie role portraying a man who may not be who he says he is, his young leading lady—famous and fragile—unwittingly gives
him the opportunity to see with aching clarity the “chasm that yawns between the doing of a thing and the recollection of what was done.”
Ancient Light is a profoundly moving meditation on love and loss, on the inscrutable immediacy of the past in our present lives, on how
invention shapes memory and memory shapes the man. It is a book of spellbinding power and pathos from one of the greatest masters of
prose at work today. This eBook edition includes a Reading Group Guide.
From Herodotus to The Mummy, Western civilization has long been fascinated with the exotic myths and legends of Ancient Egypt but they
have often been misunderstood. Here acclaimed Egyptologist Joyce Tyldesley guides us through 3000 years of changing stories and, in
retelling them, shows us what they mean. Gathered from pyramid friezes, archaological finds and contemporary documents, these vivid and
strange stories explain everything from why the Nile flooded every year to their beliefs about what exactly happened after death and shed
fascinating light on what life was like for both rich and poor. Lavishly illustrated with colour pictures, maps and family trees, helpful glossaries
explaining all the major gods and timelines of the Pharoahs and most importantly packed with unforgettable stories, this book offers the
perfect introduction to Egyptian history and civilization.
From the leading scholars behind The Greek Plays, a collection of the best translations of the foremost Greek historians, presenting a
sweeping history of ancient Greece as recorded by its first chroniclers “Just the thing to remind us that human history, though lamentably a
work in progress, is always something we can understand better.”—Sarah Ruden, translator of The Gospels and author of The Face of Water
The historians of ancient Greece were pioneers of a new literary craft; their work stands among the world’s most enduring and important
legacies and forms the foundation of a major modern discipline. This highly readable edition includes new and newly revised translations of
selections from Herodotus—often called the “father of history”—Thucydides, Xenophon, and Plutarch, the four greatest Greek innovators of
historical narrative. Here the reader will find their most important, and most widely taught, passages collected in a single volume. The
excerpts chart the landmark events of ancient Greece and provide a comprehensive account of the entire classical Greek age. From the start
the Greek historians demonstrated how broad and varied historical writing could be and brought their craft beyond a mere chronicle of past
events. This volume explores each author’s interest in religion, leadership, character, and the lessons of war. How, for instance, should
readers interpret Herodotus’ inclusion of speeches and dialogues, dreams, and oracles as part of the “factual” record? What did Thucydides
understand about human nature that (as he said) stays constant throughout time? How did Plutarch frame historical biography as a means of
depicting the moral qualities of great men? Complete with introductions to the works of each historian, footnotes providing context and
explaining obscurities, maps, and an appendix on the Greek conduct of war, this volume is an invaluable resource for students and
passionate readers of history alike.
Edward Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire compresses thirteen turbulent centuries into an epic narrative shot through with
insight, irony and incisive character analysis. Sceptical about Christianity, sympathetic to the barbarian invaders and the Byzantine Empire,
constantly aware of how political leaders often achieve the exact opposite of what they intend, Gibbon was both alert to the broad pattern of
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events and significant revealing details. For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the
English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and
across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished
scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
During the fifth century BC, a small and quarrelsome band of Greek city-states united to repel a mighty Persian army. While the story of this
heroic drama forms the main theme of Herodotus' narrative, the author's curiosity fleshes out the text with digressions, folk tales and stories.

Following Rome's long road to peace after decades of civil war, Cassius Dio provides the fullest account of the reign of
the first emperor in Books 50 through 60 of his Roman History. For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the
leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics
represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the
series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary
authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
More than fifteen centuries after its fall, the Roman Empire remains one of the most formative influences on the history of
Europe. Its physical remains dot the landscape from Scotland to Syria. Its cities are still the great metropolises of the
continent. Its law and institutions have shaped modern practice, and its ideal of a united Europe has haunted politicians
ever since. Fully illustrated and featuring more than sixty full- colour maps, this atlas traces the rise and fall of the first
great multinational state. It looks at its provinces and cities, its trade and economy, its armies and frontier defences;
follows its foreign ward and internecine struggles; and charts its transformation into a Christian theocracy and its fall in
476.
"Wonderful…a thoughtful discussion of what made [the Greeks] so important, in their own time and in ours." —Natalie
Haynes, Independent The ancient Greeks invented democracy, theater, rational science, and philosophy. They built the
Parthenon and the Library of Alexandria. Yet this accomplished people never formed a single unified social or political
identity. In Introducing the Ancient Greeks, acclaimed classics scholar Edith Hall offers a bold synthesis of the full 2,000
years of Hellenic history to show how the ancient Greeks were the right people, at the right time, to take up the baton of
human progress. Hall portrays a uniquely rebellious, inquisitive, individualistic people whose ideas and creations continue
to enthrall thinkers centuries after the Greek world was conquered by Rome. These are the Greeks as you’ve never
seen them before.
This new historical atlas - richly illustrated with photographs, artwork recreations and full-colour maps - explores the
world's earliest civilisations from the first farming settlements of Mesopotamia, via Egypt, Greece and Rome, to the
civilisations of the Far East, Europe and America. Informatively
written, and ideal for both students and the general
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reader, it plots the rise and fall of empires, the nature of different societies and the evolution of technology.
'Man perishes; his corpse turns to dust; all his relatives pass away. But writings make him remembered' In ancient Egypt,
words had magical power. Inscribed on tombs and temple walls, coffins and statues, or inked onto papyri, hieroglyphs
give us a unique insight into the life of the Egyptian mind. Egyptologist Toby Wilkinson has freshly translated a rich and
diverse range of ancient Egyptian writings into modern English, including tales of shipwreck and wonder, obelisk
inscriptions, mortuary spells, funeral hymns, songs, satires and advice on life from a pharaoh to his son. Spanning over
two millennia, this is the essential guide to a complex, sophisticated culture. Translated with an Introduction by Toby
Wilkinson
The Greek statesman Polybius (c.200–118 BC) wrote his account of the relentless growth of the Roman Empire in order
to help his fellow countrymen understand how their world came to be dominated by Rome. Opening with the Punic War in
264 BC, he vividly records the critical stages of Roman expansion: its campaigns throughout the Mediterranean, the
temporary setbacks inflicted by Hannibal and the final destruction of Carthage. An active participant of the politics of his
time as well as a friend of many prominent Roman citizens, Polybius drew on many eyewitness accounts in writing this
cornerstone work of history.
The riveting, deï¬?nitive account of the ancient Greek city of Thebes, by the acclaimed author of The Spartans Among
the extensive writing available about the history of ancient Greece, there is precious little about the city-state of Thebes.
At one point the most powerful city in ancient Greece, Thebes has been long overshadowed by its better-known rivals,
Athens and Sparta. In Thebes: The Forgotten City of Ancient Greece, acclaimed classicist and historian Paul Cartledge
brings the city vividly to life and argues that it is central to our understanding of the ancient Greeks’
achievements—whether politically or culturally—and thus to the wider politico-cultural traditions of western Europe, the
Americas, and indeed the world. From its role as an ancient political power, to its destruction at the hands of Alexander
the Great as punishment for a failed revolt, to its eventual restoration by Alexander’s successor, Cartledge deftly
chronicles the rise and fall of the ancient city. He recounts the history with deep clarity and mastery for the subject and
makes clear both the diï¬€erences and the interconnections between the Thebes of myth and the Thebes of history.
Written in clear prose and illustrated with images in two color inserts, Thebes is a gripping read for students of ancient
history and those looking to experience the real city behind the myths of Cadmus, Hercules, and Oedipus.
Alexander the Great (356-323 BC), who led the Macedonian army to victory in Egypt, Syria, Persia and India, was
perhaps the most successful conqueror the world has ever seen. Yet although no other individual has attracted so much
speculation across the centuries, Alexander himself remains an enigma. Curtius' History offers a great deal of information
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unobtainable from other sources of the time. A compelling narrative of a turbulent era, the work recounts events on a
heroic scale, detailing court intrigue, stirring speeches and brutal battles - among them, those of Macedonia's great war
with Persia, which was to culminate in Alexander's final triumph over King Darius and the defeat of an ancient and mighty
empire. It also provides by far the most plausible and haunting portrait of Alexander we possess: a brilliantly realized
image of a man ruined by constant good fortune in his youth.
With stylistic brilliance and historical imagination, the first five books of Livy's monumental history of Rome record events
from the foundation of Rome through the history of the seven kings, the establishment of the Republic and its internal
struggles, up to Rome's recovery after the fierce Gallic invasion of the fourth century B.C. Livy vividly depicts the great
characters, legends, and tales, including the story of Romulus and Remus. Reprinting Robert Ogilvie's lucid 1971
introduction, this highly regarded edition now boasts a new preface, examining the text in light of recent Livy scholarship,
informative maps, bibliography, and an index. For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of
classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global
bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide
authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as
up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
Discover the fascinating details of life under the pharaohs - and their extraordinary legacy - in this comprehensive guide
to Egypt's ancient civilization. Encompassing 3,000 years and 31 Egyptian dynasties, from the time of Narmer to that of
Cleopatra, this fresh appraisal of ancient treasures helps you to navigate the political intrigues and cultural achievements
of the Ancient Egyptians, from the Pyramids and the Sphinx of Giza to the Great Library and Lighthouse of Alexandria.
You will meet pharaohs such as Tutankhamun - whose mummified remains and lavish grave goods reveal so much
about the society and its beliefs - as well as influential women such as Hatshepsut and Nefertiti, and warriors including
Alexander the Great. Lavish photographs reveal the craftsmanship of their scribes, artists, and metal workers, and the
tomb paintings and relief carvings that captured the everyday life of farmers, artisans, soldiers, and traders in exquisite
detail. Specially commissioned CGI reconstructions use the latest scientific information to recreate the finest tombs,
temples, and pyramids. Beautifully illustrated, and unparalleled in scope, Ancient Egypt is the perfect book for anyone
with an interest in ancient civilizations and Egyptology.
The completely updated edition of J. M. Roberts and Odd Arne Westad's widely acclaimed, landmark bestseller The
Penguin History of the World For generations of readers The Penguin History of the World has been one of the great
cultural experiences - the entire story of human endeavour laid out in all its grandeur and folly, drama and pain in a single
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authoritative book. Now, for the first time, it has been completely overhauled for its 6th edition - not just bringing it up to
date, but revising it throughout in the light of new research and discoveries, such as the revolution in our understanding
of many civilizations in the Ancient World. The closing sections of the book reflect what now seems to be the inexorable
rise of Asia and the increasingly troubled situation in the West. About the authors: J.M. Roberts, CBE, published The
Penguin History of the World in 1976 to immediate acclaim. His other major books include The Paris Commune from the
Right, The Triumph of the West (which was also a successful television series), The Penguin History of Europe and The
Penguin History of the Twentieth Century. He died in 2003. Odd Arne Westad, FBA, is Professor of International History
at the London School of Economics. He has published fifteen books on modern and contemporary international history,
among them The Global Cold War, which won the Bancroft Prize, and Decisive Encounters, a standard history of the
Chinese civil war. He also served as general co-editor of the Cambridge History of the Cold War.
'I hope my passion for Rome's past has not impaired my judgement; for I do honestly believe that no country has ever
been greater or purer than ours or richer in good citizens and noble deeds' Livy dedicated most of his life to writing some
142 volumes of history, the first five of which comprise The Early History of Rome. With stylistic brilliance, he chronicles
nearly 400 years from the founding of Rome to the Gallic invasion in 386 BC, an era that witnessed the establishment of
the Republic, unrest and brutal conflict. Bringing compelling characters to life, and re-presenting familiar tales - including
the tragedy of Coriolanus and the story of Romulus and Remus - The Early History is a truly epic work, and a passionate
warning that a nation should learn from its history. Translated by Aubrey DE Sélincourt with an Introduction by R. M.
Ogilvie and a Preface by S. P. Oakley
After the execution of Socrates in 399 BC, a number of his followers wrote dialogues featuring him as the protagonist
and, in so doing, transformed the great philosopher into a legendary figure. Xenophon's portrait is the only one other than
Plato's to survive, and while it offers a very personal interpretation of Socratic thought, it also reveals much about the
man and his philosophical views. In 'Socrates' Defence' Xenophon defends his mentor against charges of arrogance
made at his trial, while the 'Memoirs of Socrates' also starts with an impassioned plea for the rehabilitation of a wronged
reputation. Along with 'The Estate-Manager', a practical economic treatise, and 'The Dinner-Party', a sparkling
exploration of love, Xenophon's dialogues offer fascinating insights into the Socratic world and into the intellectual
atmosphere and daily life of ancient Greece.
From the acclaimed translator of the Tao Te Ching and The Art of War, his award-winning translation of the ancient
Chinese oracle and book of wisdom, in a stunning Penguin Classics Deluxe Edition Pose a question, then toss three
coins (or cast your yarrow stalks) to access the time-honored wisdom of the I Ching. The I Ching, or Book of Change, has
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been consulted through the ages, in both China and the West, for answers to fundamental questions about the world and
our place in it. The oldest extant book of divination, it dates back three thousand years to ancient shamanistic practices
involving the ritual preparation of the shoulder bones of oxen. From this early form of communication with the other world,
it has become the Chinese spiritual book par excellence. An influence on such cultural icons as Bob Dylan, John Cage,
Merce Cunningham, Philip K. Dick, and Philip Pullman, the I Ching is turned to by millions around the world for insights
on spiritual growth, business, medicine, genetics, game theory, strategic thinking, and leadership, and of course for the
window it opens on China. This new translation, over a decade in the making, is informed by the latest archaeological
discoveries and features a gorgeously rendered codex of divination signs--the I Ching's sixty-four Tarot-like hexagrams. It
captures the majesty and mystery of this legendary work and charts an illuminating path to self-knowledge. For more
than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more
than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres
and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by
distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
The cradle of Western civilisation, Ancient Greece was a land of contradictions and conflict. Intensely quarrelsome and
competitive, the Greek city-states consistently proved unwilling and unable to unite. Yet, in spite of or even because of this internal
discord, no ancient civilization proved so dynamic or productive. The Greeks not only colonized the Mediterranean and Black Sea
areas but set standards of figurative art that endured for nearly 2500 years. Charting topics as diverse as Minoan civilization, The
Persian Wars, the Athenian Golden Age and the conquests of Alexander the Great, the book traces the development of this
creative and restless people and assesses their impact not only on the ancient world but also on our own attitudes and
environment. The authoritative narrative, illustrated with over sixty full colour maps and over seventy plates, makes this an
indispensable handbook for history students and enthusiasts alike.
The story of the Greek city-states uniting to repel a superior Persian army is the main theme in this classical narrative, but
Herodotus fleshes out his text with digressions, describing the wonders of Egypt and recounting stories and folk tales.
Chronicles two decades of war between Athens and Sparta.
'Herodotus, from Halicarnassus, here displays his enquiries, that human achievement may be spared the ravages of time, and that
everything great and astounding, and all the glory of those exploits which served to display Greeks and barbarians alike to such
effect, be kept alive - and additionally, and most importantly, to give the reason they went to war.' So begins The Histories, the
very first work of history and one of the most dramatic accounts of the ancient world ever written, brought to life again in Tom
Holland's gripping new translation. 'Thrilling, a masterpiece on the grandest scale, the world's first prose epic . . . Holland brings a
bristling new Herodotus to a new generation.' Justin Marozzi, Spectator 'Energizing fast, funny, opinionated, clear and erudite . . .
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the best English translation of Herodotus to have appeared in the past half-century.' Edith Hall, The Times Literary Supplement
'Tom Holland, like Herodotus, is a storyteller par excellence.' Peter Jones, New Statesman With an Introduction and Notes by Paul
Cartledge
For many, “Greece” is synonymous with “ancient Greece,” the civilization that gave us much that defines Western culture today.
But, how did Greece come to be so powerfully attached to the legacy of the ancients in the first place and then define an identity
for itself that is at once Greek and modern? This book reveals the remarkable achievement, during the last three hundred years, of
building a modern nation on the ruins of a vanished civilization—sometimes literally so. This is the story of the Greek nation-state
but also, and more fundamentally, of the collective identity that goes with it. It is not only a history of events and high politics; it is
also a history of culture, of the arts, of people, and of ideas. Opening with the birth of the Greek nation-state, which emerged from
encounters between Christian Europe and the Ottoman Empire, Roderick Beaton carries his story into the present moment and
Greece’s contentious post-recession relationship with the rest of the European Union. Through close examination of how Greeks
have understood their shared identity, Beaton reveals a centuries-old tension over the Greek sense of self. How does Greece
illuminate the difference between a geographically bounded state and the shared history and culture that make up a nation? A
magisterial look at the development of a national identity through history, Greece: Biography of a Modern Nation is singular in its
approach. By treating modern Greece as a biographical subject, a living entity in its own right, Beaton encourages us to take a
fresh look at a people and culture long celebrated for their past, even as they strive to build a future as part of the modern West.
The ancient world comes to life in the first volume in a two book series on the history of Egypt, spanning the first farmers to the
construction of the pyramids. Famed archaeologist John Romer draws on a lifetime of research to tell one history's greatest
stories; how, over more than a thousand years, a society of farmers created a rich, vivid world where one of the most astounding
of all human-made landmarks, the Great Pyramid, was built. Immersing the reader in the Egypt of the past, Romer examines and
challenges the long-held theories about what archaeological finds mean and what stories they tell about how the Egyptians lived.
More than just an account of one of the most fascinating periods of history, this engrossing book asks readers to take a step back
and question what they've learned about Egypt in the past. Fans of Stacy Schiff's Cleopatra and history buffs will be captivated by
this re-telling of Egyptian history, written by one of the top Egyptologists in the world.
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